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Abstract—We will demonstrate an alternative topology to greatly
increase the operating bandwidth of an analog RF feedback power
amplifier. A limited operating bandwidth due to the group delay
mismatch of a feedback loop discouraged the use of an RF feedback
technique in spite of its powerful linearization performance and great
tolerance capability. By introducing a negative group delay circuit
(NGDC) in the feedback loop, group delay match condition could be
satisfied. With the fabricated 2-stage distributed element negative
group delay circuit with a 30 MHz of bandwidth and a −9 ns of
group delay for a wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA)
downlink band, the proposed feedback amplifier with the proposed
topology experimentally achieved an adjacent channel leakage ratio of
−53.2 dBc with a cancellation bandwidth of over 50 MHz.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Power amplifiers are essential components in a communication system
and are inherently nonlinear. The nonlinearity generates spectral
regrowth, which leads to adjacent channel interference and violations
of the out-of-band emission requirements. Digital predistortion (DPD)
can provide good linearity at the digital domain, but this results
in very complicated algorithm, limited bandwidth, and expensive
solution [1]. Since its introduction by Black [2] and the experiment by
Seidel [3], the feedforward amplifier system has played a leading role
in linear transmitters, especially in the base-station applications used
in a modern wireless communication environment. The feedforward
linearization is well known for its broad bandwidth capability, good
linearization performance, and its stable operation. However, poor
system efficiency is the critical disadvantage of the feedforward
amplifier [4–13].

In addition to the feedforward method, Seidel also introduced a
feedback amplifier [14, 15], which utilizes the main and error amplifiers
with three signal coupling devices used to degenerate the error signal
generated by the main amplifier by introducing a feedback loop [16–20].
McRory et al. [16] mathematically analyzed the same structure based
on the Volterra series. Kim et al. [17] proposed a modified version of
the feedback topology and named the circuit ‘feedback predistortion’.
Qiang et al. [18] also analyzed the structure introduced by Seidel
based on power series expansion. There are notable advantages in the
feedback amplifier when compared to the feedforward amplifier: 1) the
EPA requires lower output power since the error signal is injected to the
input of the MPA, and 2) the RF output loss is smaller because there is
no lossy GD element at the output of the MPA. Regardless of all these
advantages, an extremely narrow operating bandwidth, which is only
capable of covering a few megahertz, was the key limiting factor that
discouraged the utilization of the feedback topology. This is especially
true in the recent wireless communication environment, which utilizes
several digital modulation schemes involving modulated signals with
a broad bandwidth, such as wideband code division multiple access
(WCDMA) and worldwide interoperability for microwave access
(WiMAX). This limited bandwidth of feedback amplifier originates
from the GD mismatching generated in the feedback loop by the
feedback transmission time. In the conventional researches the
minimum feedback time is assumed, but in a practical situation
the assumption is not valid because of the transmission time of the
MPA, EPA, and other signal adjusting devices including the band-pass
filter [19, 20].
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Recently, some interesting studies have led to the experimental
validation, and electronic circuit application of a negative group delay
(NGD) or negative group velocity concept have been undertaken. The
NGD concept is quite intriguing, and sometimes confusing, in that
typical materials under normal conditions do not usually behave in
a manner consistent with the observed behaviors. In the specific
frequency band of an anomalous dispersion or signal attenuation, the
group velocity is observed to be greater than c, the speed of light in
vacuum, or even a negative value. This phenomenon was defined as
the superluminal group velocity [21, 22]. Researchers have been trying
to find applications using NGD or the superluminal effect in various
electronic circuits [23–25]. In [26], a trial to design a passive negative
group delay circuit (NGDC) for the feedforward power amplifier
application was reported. However, due to a narrow signal bandwidth
(2MHz of 2-tone spacing), poor input/output reflection coefficients,
design inaccuracies induced by the limited availability of lumped
elements, and the fact that there was no intuitive general NGDC
design equation, the previous work was not suitable for a commercial
linear power amplifier system for broadband modulated signals, such
as WCDMA signals in which the signal bandwidth is roughly 5MHz
for a single carrier signal. Considering the inter-modulation distortion
(IMD) signal, the bandwidth requirements would be much harder
to satisfy in practical applications. In [27–30], various applications
of the NGD circuits with an active topology have been proposed.
Choi et al. [31] has proposed the general design equation of lumped
element design for the NGD circuit, and proposed the NGD circuit
with distributed element topology for easy and precise design [32].
Jeong et al. [33] indirectly proved the time advancement property of
the NGD circuit by using signal cancellation loop.

This paper presents a novel topology applied to a feedback
amplifier with an enhanced bandwidth by adopting the time
advancement property of the NGDC. The major benefit that can be
achieved with the proposed topology is a bandwidth enhancement
accomplished by providing GD matching at the feedback loop, without
affecting the linearization performance.

2. THE FEEDBACK ARCHITECTURE AND ANALYSIS

2.1. The Feedforward and Feedback Amplifier

Figure 1 shows the feedforward and feedback architectures introduced
by Seidel. Due to the forward loops as shown in Fig. 1(a), the
feedforward structure is unconditionally stable. Fig. 1(b) shows the
feedback amplifier structure. The RF output power loss is smaller
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than the feedforward structure since there is no GD component at the
output of the MPAFB. In addition, the required power capability for
the EPA is smaller in the feedback structure because the error signal is
injected into the input port of the MPA, while the error signal in the
feedforward structure is injected into the output port of the MPA which
requires a higher power level, therefore degrading the system efficiency.
Typically a band-pass filter is utilized in the feedback loop to prevent
unwanted oscillation. Although in-band oscillation is suppressed by
the negative feedback loop, out of band oscillation is possible when a
positive feedback occurs.

According to Seidel’s statement however, the error-correcting
technique, known as the feedback, attempts a causal contradiction:
after an event has occurred, the feedback attempts to reshape the
cause. Although he assumed the event would be slow enough and
the feedback action fast enough, the GD is unavoidable as long as
there is a propagation time for the MPAFB, the EPAFB and the
accompanying adjustable devices required for loop balancing. Due to
the GD mismatch, the cancellation bandwidth of the feedback amplifier
has been limited to a very narrow bandwidth, discouraging the use of
this technique in modern broadband wireless communications. This is
discussed in more detail in the following subsection.

DELAY1 DELAY1

RFIN

EPA F

DELAY2

Carrier suppression loop IMD suppression loop

RFINRFOUT

*subscript F denotes

    `feedforward'

RFOUT

*subscript FB denotes

        `feedback'

suppression loopCarrier

Feedback loop

(a) (b)

MPAF

E
P

A
F

B

MPAFB

Figure 1. The comparison of the typical feedforward and feedback
structures: (a) the feedforward amplifier and (b) the feedback
amplifier.
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Figure 2. A simple signal suppression loop model.
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2.2. Group Delay Mismatch and Bandwidth Limitation in a
Feedback Structure

To understand the source of a limited cancellation bandwidth in a
feedback amplifier, we need to mathematically analyze the signal
cancellation loop. Fig. 2 shows a simple signal suppression loop model
representing the amplitude, out-of-phase, and GD mismatches. A
portion of the input signal (VIN ) is coupled into the delay path as
a reference signal (VA). The remaining portion of the VIN is amplified
by the PA resulting in an amplified carrier with IMD components.
A portion of the output of the PA (VB) is then coupled into the
subtraction circuit, which is then destructively combined with the VA,
generating an error signal (VERR) that theoretically does not include
any carrier components.

1) The amplitude and out-of-phase mismatch: When the reference
signal of a sinusoidal waveform having an amplitude (V1) and a phase
(θ) is combined with the signal that includes the amplitude mismatch
factor (∆V ) and the out-of-phase mismatch factor (∆θ), the resultant
carrier suppressed signal can be represented as a ratio of the average
power of VERR to VA [5].

S(dB) = 10 log

[
1 +

(
V1 + ∆V

V1

)2

− 2
(

V1 + ∆V

V1

)
· cos(∆θ)

]
(1)
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Figure 3. Loop suppression expressed as a function of the amplitude
and the out-of-phase mismatch.
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Figure 3 shows the calculated loop suppression performance
expressed as a function of the amplitude mismatch and the out-of-phase
mismatch. From the figure, mismatch range within the amplitude
mismatch of ±0.3 dB and the out-of-phase mismatch of ±2◦ leads to a
loop suppression of about −30 dB, where the GD mismatch is assumed
to be zero in this analysis.

2) The group delay mismatch: The GD mismatch (∆t) between
the paths is critical for the broadband signal suppression. For our
analysis, we assumed a unit amplitude (V1 = 1) and a perfectly
matched amplitude and out-of-phase condition (∆V = ∆θ = 0). VERR

can be expressed as follows, where ω0 is an angular frequency:

VERR = VA − VB = cos(ω0t + θ) + cos(ω0(t + ∆t) + θ + 180◦)
= cos(ω0t + θ) + (1− cos(ω0∆t)) + sin(ω0t + θ) sin(ω0∆t) (2)

To calculate the average power over one period, |VERR|2 can be
obtained by using (2).

|VERR|2 =
∣∣∣∣
(1− cosω0∆t)2 + (1− cosω0∆t)2 cos 2(ω0t + θ)

2

+
sin2(ω0∆t) + sin2(ω0∆t) sin2(ω0t + θ)

2
+ sin 2(ω0t + θ)(1− cosω0∆t)(sinω0∆t) | (3)

By taking an integral of (3) over an arbitrary period T0, the
average power of VERR is given by (4).

PERR,avg = 1− cosω0∆t (4)

Since the ratio of (4) to the average power of the VA (PA = 1/2)
is defined as the loop suppression, we can express the loop suppression
in a dB scale for a time mismatch condition as shown in (5):

S∆t = 10 log(1− (cos(ω0∆t)) · (1− f/f0)) + 3 (5)

where the term 1 − f/f0 is inserted to derive the equation with
respect to the normalized frequency (Frequencynorm in Fig. 4) when
f0 represents the center frequency.

Finally, from (1) and (5) we can derive the loop suppression
equation considering the amplitude, out-of-phase and GD mismatches
to be represented as a function of time (∆t).

Stotal =10 log

[
1+

(
V1+∆V

V1

)2

− 2
(

V1 + ∆V

V1

)
· cos(ω0∆t)

(
1− f

f0

)]

(6)
Figure 4 shows the loop suppression performance with and without

the presence of the GD mismatch for a fixed amplitude mismatch of
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0.01 dB. In the case where there is no GD mismatch, as shown in
Fig. 4(a), the loop suppression performance is only limited by the out-
of-phase mismatch, not by the normalized frequency, as the dotted
arrow designates. However, in the presence of a GD mismatch of 0.3 ns,
the amount of the loop suppression performance is limited both by the
phase (solid line) and the normalized frequency (dotted line), as shown
in Fig. 4(b).

Figure 5 shows the calculated and the simulated loop suppression
performance, with respect to the normalized frequency, for a different
GD mismatch when there is an amplitude mismatch of 0.01 dB with
no out-of-phase mismatch. The mathematical estimation closely agrees
with the circuit simulation obtained by using the ADS 2009 program.
Fractional bandwidth variation for loop suppression of 20 dB with
respect to the group delay mismatch is illustrated in Fig. 6. In case
of the 0.3 ns GD mismatch, we expect that the fractional bandwidth
for a 20 dB cancellation will be 5.2%. When the mismatch is 1.0 ns,
the bandwidth is considerably reduced to 1.6%. The cancellation
bandwidth is reduced to 30% of the bandwidth for a 0.3 ns mismatch.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Loop suppression performance expressed as a function
of phase and group delay mismatch when: (a) ∆t = 0 ns and (b)
∆t = 0.3 ns (@ fixed amplitude mismatch of 0.01 dB).
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2.3. Analog Feedback Amplifier Employing a Negative
Group Delay Circuit

Figure 7 illustrates the proposed feedback amplifier employing the
NGDC, which consists of the MPAFB, the EPAFB, the vector
modulators, an input coupler, an error injection coupler, the output
sampling coupler, the band-pass filter, and the NGDC. In the first
instance, a portion of the input signal (RF IN ) is applied to the MPAFB

and experiences the full gain of the amplifier. Secondly, the remaining
input signal is used as a reference (A) against which a portion of the
amplified output signal (B) is compared. Any difference between the
reference signal and the output signal, due to noise or distortion, is
identified as an error signal (C). The error signal is amplified in a
separate EPAFB, and then injected (D) into the input port of the
MPAFB in phase in order to generate the error-free RFOUT . The
graphical representation of the test signals and nonlinear distortions
shown in Fig. 7 are derived from the open loop condition. Due to
the feedback path delay, which consists of the sum of the MPAFB, the
output sampling coupler, the band-pass filter, the carrier cancellation
circuit, and the vector modulator, plus an additional delay of π radians
at the center frequency, the system bandwidth is fairly limited. By
introducing the NGDC into the feedback loop between the output
sampling coupler and the band-pass filter, the feedback path delay
can be controlled to increase the cancellation bandwidth.
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Figure 7. The block diagram of the proposed feedback amplifier.

3. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION

The design equations for the transmission type series-parallel (SP) and
shunt-series (SS) NGDC have already been derived in [31]. A reflective
circuit, however, is useful to improve the input/output reflection
characteristics of RF circuits, such as a variable phase shifter and a
variable attenuator using a 3 dB hybrid [32]. Fig. 8 shows the lumped
element (LE) prototype circuits for the reflective parallel (RP) and
the reflective series (RS) NGDC. The magnitude and phase of the
reflection coefficient (ΓRP ) for the RP network can be obtained by
using the input impedance of the RP network. Using this, the GD and
the return loss are represented by (7) and (8) by assuming a resonance
condition for the desired operating frequency. The GD is a function of
the capacitance (CRP ) and the resistance (RRP ).

GDRP |ω=ω0 = −dϕin,RP

dω
|ω=ω0 =

4R2
RP Y0CRP

(RRP Y0)2 − 1
(7)

ΓRP |ω=ω0 =
1−RRP Y0

1 + RRP Y0
(8)

For good understanding and design, (7) and (8) were calculated
using a MATLAB program according to CRP and RRP , especially for
40Ω < RRP < 60Ω and 0 pF < CRP < 10 pF as shown in Fig. 9.
The amount of NGD is proportional to RRP and CRP , provided that
RRP is smaller than 50Ω. In the case of RRP > 50Ω, the NGDC
abruptly causes a positive GD. From the subplot of Fig. 9, illustrating
the return loss with respect to RRP , it can be inferred that more NGD
induces more signal attenuation, delivering a trade-off to the designer,
as the reflection coefficient is equal to the insertion loss for the reflective
circuit.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. The lumped element prototype negative group delay
circuits: (a) the reflective parallel structure and (b) the reflective series
structure.

Figure 9. Calculated group delay and the return loss according to
RRP and CRP .

RRS RRS

RRP RRP

ZC,QO l = (2n − 1)(λ/4) l = n(λ/2) l = (2n − 1)(λ/4) l = n(λ/2)ZC,HS YC,QS YC,HO

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 10. The four types of distributed element negative group
delay circuits: (a) quarter-wavelength open, (b) half-wavelength short,
(c) quarter-wavelength short, and (d) half-wavelength open, from [32].

One major difficulty found in the LE circuit is the feasibility of
realizing the designed component values. In a microwave circuit design,
a specific length of open or short terminated transmission line can be
used as a resonator, called a transmission line resonator (TLR) [34].
Fig. 10 shows the four types of DE NGDCs converted from the LE
prototype NGDCs. It is noted that Figs. 10(a) and (c) have an odd
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multiple of the quarter-wavelength, and Figs. 10(b) and (d) have a
multiple of the half-wavelength, with n = 1 being chosen to get a
small size. The RP network in Fig. 8(a) can be converted either
into the quarter-wavelength short circuit (QS) of Fig. 10(a) or the
half-wavelength open circuit (HO) of Fig. 10(b). The RS network in
Fig. 8(b) can be converted either into the quarter-wavelength open
circuit (QO) of Fig. 10(c) or the half-wavelength short circuit (HS) of
Fig. 10(d). The characteristic impedance and admittance for the four
types of TLR can be derived as follows, respectively:

YC,QS =
4ω0CRP

π
(9)

YC,HO =
2ω0CRP

π
(10)

ZC,HS =
2ω0LRS

π
(11)

ZC,QO =
4ω0LRS

π
(12)

An example to show the validity of the LE prototype RP NGDC
and its equivalent DE circuit were simulated. By using (7) and
Fig. 9, we calculated that an RRP = 47.5Ω, a CRP = 5.0 pF, and
an LRP = 1.107 nH was necessary to achieve a NGD of −9 ns. The
estimated return loss was −31.82 dB, derived from (8), at a center
frequency of 2.14 GHz. Then, the LE circuit was converted into the
TLR using (9). The calculated characteristic impedance for the QS was
60.16Ω, as shown in Fig. 10. Since there are a number of combinations
for LC resonating pairs, CRP should be carefully chosen so that the
characteristic impedance of TLR should not exceed the practical range.
Larger amount of NGD value beyond 10 ns involves the bandwidth
limitation as well as the higher insertion loss. As a prototype, a
microstrip 3 dB branchline coupler is designed as a 90◦ hybrid. To
reduce the circuit size, a commercial, low profile, and miniature 3 dB
hybrid coupler with the surface mount package can be used.

For experimental verification, we set as our goal the design of a 2-
stage reflective DE NGDC with a total GD of −9 ns, close to 0 dB
insertion loss, and a 30 MHz bandwidth centered on the WCDMA
downlink band (2.125 ∼ 2.155GHz). This NGD value was chosen
for the compensation of the signal propagation time due to the circuits
in the EPA path in the feedback structure, including the band-pass
filter. The proposed circuit would be constructed of 90◦ hybrids and
two DE NGDC units (#1 and #2) in which the center frequencies
were 2.125 GHz and 2.155 GHz, respectively, as shown in Fig. 11. By
connecting the two units in a cascade, it was expected to obtain a
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Figure 11. The circuit diagram of a 2-stage reflection type negative
group delay circuit, from [32].
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flat GD and transmission response. The insertion loss of the NGDC
itself could be compensated by a general purpose small signal amplifier,
as shown in Fig. 11. A compensation capacitor (CCOMP ) would be
connected in parallel to RRP to compensate for the minute parasitic
inductance of the chip resistor so RRP would not have any reactive
impedance. Total size of the fabricated 2-stage DE NGD circuit is
180× 90 mm2.

Figure 12 shows the simulation and measurement results of the
2-stage DE NGD circuit. One notable advantage of the proposed
topology is that the same magnitude and group delay response can be
obtained when the position of the gain amplifier is changed. In other
words, the 1st gain amplifier (G) can be moved to the output of the 2nd
NGD circuit (Unit #2) according to the input power level. In that way,
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we can avoid the potential nonlinear distortion generation in the NGD
module. The measured results agree well with the simulation results,
where the measured GD and the insertion loss were −9 ± 0.25 ns and
−0.21 ± 0.06 dB in the operating frequency band, respectively. Small
amount of GD and magnitude error are due to the connecting elements
and the gain of the small signal amplifier. In the case that a larger
negative GD would be necessary, the designer should make a trade off
between the GD and the bandwidth. In regards to the additional DC
power consumption in the NGDC, each small signal amplifier consists
of two ERA-5SM Mini-Circuits which consume about 0.5 W.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The MPA of the proposed feedback amplifier was fabricated with a
NPTB00025, GaN HEMT device with a peak envelope power of 25W.
The MPAFB is operated by quasi class-E with a gate bias voltage of
−1.9V and driven by an MHL21336 made by Freescale. This MPAFB

could operate up to a 43.1 dBm of the output power (laboratory
measurement) with a gain of 50 dB at 28 V. It had a 70.1% power
added efficiency (PAE) at the peak output power [35]. Due to the
frequency response of the employed NGDC, which also amplified the
unwanted out-of-band noise, the 2-stage quarter-wavelength coupled
line band-pass filter was designed with a microstrip line and integrated
in the feedback loop to avoid possible instabilities. An adoption of the
narrow band BPF increased the total GD of the feedback path by
2.5 ns; this factor was already considered in the previous section in the
design of the NGDC.

Figure 13 shows the measured suppression characteristics of
the carrier suppression loop. For the carrier bandwidth of the 2-
carrier WCDMA signal, at about 10 MHz, a carrier suppression of

Figure 13. The measured carrier suppression loop characteristics.
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30 dB could be achieved. Considering a suppression of 20 dB as a
reference, the bandwidth reaches up to around 50 MHz. Due to the
feedback properties, we could not measure the IMD loop suppression
characteristic. However, it was expected that a minimum IMD
suppression of 20 dB would be achieved at a bandwidth of 50 MHz,
based on the measured results of the carrier suppression loop.

Figure 14 shows the measured spectra of the fabricated feedback
amplifier for a 2-tone signal at an output power of 32 dBm/tone. The
2-tone spacing was 5 MHz and the frequency span was 50 MHz so we
could observe the IMD components up to the 9th order. Due to the gate
bias condition around a deep class B, the output signal of the fabricated
feedback amplifier exhibited much nonlinearity when the feedback loop
was open. Over the entire bandwidth of interest, intermodulation
distortion signals were suppressed by well below 20 dB after closing the
feedback loop. This extremely large cancellation bandwidth is nearly
10 times the previous feedback amplifier.

Figure 15 shows the measured spectra of the feedback amplifier
for a 2-carrier WCDMA signal at an average output power of 28 dBm
and 33 dBm. The peak to average power ratio (PAPR) of the signal
was 10.5 dB at 0.01 %. When the average output power was 28 dBm,
the adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR) improvement was almost
25.1 dB from −26.8 dBc (Before Cancel) to −51.9 dBc (After Cancel)
at a 5MHz offset, as shown in Fig. 15(a). When the average output
power was 33 dBm, the ACLR improvement was almost 23.8 dB from
−24.6 dBc (Before Cancel) to −48.4 dBc (After Cancel) at a 5MHz
offset, as shown in Fig. 15(b). In the case of an output power
higher than 34 dBm, the measured ACLR does not meet the linearity
specification, which is −45 dBc for a base-station power amplifier.
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Figure 16 illustrates the measured ACLR before and after
linearization for a 10 dB output dynamic range using the 2-carrier
WCDMA signal. Optimized for 28 dBm of the output power in terms
of the linearity, the fabricated system achieved at least −45 dBc (red
dotted line) of the ACLR at a 5 MHz offset for an output power between
24 dBm to 34 dBm. The maximum ACLR improvement of 25.1 dB
was achieved when the output power was 28 dBm, which is a superior
linearity improvement with an increased bandwidth for the feedback
amplifier. It was observed that the linearity of the closed loop operation
is degraded when the output power was higher than 34 dBm. The
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reason is because the small signal gain amplifier used in the NGDC
is thought to begin to saturate at an output power level higher than
35 dBm. Since the focus of this work is the bandwidth enhancement
of the cancellation bandwidth, not the efficiency, we will not seriously
discuss the efficiency issues.

The measured ACLR and PAE performance with respect to the
average output power using a 1-carrier WCDMA signal is presented in
Fig. 17. The proposed feedback technique achieved ACLR and PAE
of −46.1 dBc and 13.3%, respectively, at an average output power of
35 dBm by using 1-carrier WCDMA signal. For the MPA without
the feedback loop, the ACLR and PAE were −46.4 dBc and 2.7%,
respectively, at an average output power of 26 dBm. For the same
ACLR level with and without the proposed feedback topology, PAE
of the system is increased from 2.7% to 13.3%. Also, considering
−46.1 dBc of ACLR as a reference, the available output power for the
MPA is increased from 26 dBm to 35 dBm. This efficiency included the
additional power consumption of the NGDC and the other accessory
feedback circuits.

The measured results and the performance comparisons among the
feedback amplifiers are summarized in Table 1. Due to its extremely
limited bandwidth performance, the analog feedback amplifier has not
been actively studied. The 50MHz cancellation bandwidth achieved in
this work is about 10 times the previous results. This is the best result
ever achieved with the analog RF feedback amplifier architecture at
the time of this writing, according to the the authors’ best knowledge.

Table 1. Measurement summary and performance comparison among
the analog RF feedback architectures.

Frequency

(GHz)

P1 dB

(dBm)

Test

Signal

Cancel-

lation

BW

(MHz)

Linearity

(dBc)

Improve-

ment

(dB)

Remarks

[16] 0.35 23 2-tone 6 −40 8 IMS’94

[17] 1.85 27 2-tone 0.5 −42 20 IMS’98

[18] 0.88 33 2-tone 6 −46 12 MWJ’05

[19] 4.00 25 2-tone 1 −40 8 IMTT’90

[20] 0.89 46 2-tone 1 −40 16 EL’95

This

work

2.14 43 2-tone > 50 −51 22

2.14 43 WCDMA > 50 −52 25
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Figure 18. The photograph of the proposed analog feedback topology
employing a negative group delay circuit.

A photograph of the experimental setup for the fabricated
feedback amplifier configuration is illustrated in Fig. 18. In product
form, all the active circuits would be integrated into one module,
including the NGDC, the vector modulators, the subtractor, the BPF,
and the EPA, thereby reducing the size of the whole feedback system.

5. CONCLUSION

We introduced the novel topology for analog feedback amplifiers that
yields a substantial cancellation bandwidth enhancement by employing
a DE NGDC. We discussed the design procedure and considerations
for the DE NGDC. With the fabricated 2-stage DE NGDC for the
WCDMA downlink band, the analog feedback amplifier using the
proposed topology experimentally achieved the highest bandwidth
among those previously reported in the literature.

Among the various linearization techniques used for base-station
transmitters, although old-fashioned the analog feedback method still
has many advantages over the feedforward and DPD techniques,
including RF linearization, and an excellent cancellation performance
compared with the linearization bandwidth methods of the feedforward
structure.
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